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Abstract. We prove connections between one-unknown word equations
and three-unknown constant-free word equations, and use them to prove
that the number of equations in an independent system of three-unknown
constant-free equations is at most logarithmic with respect to the length
of the shortest equation in the system. We also study two well-known
conjectures. The first conjecture claims that there is a constant c such
that every one-unknown equation has either infinitely many solutions or
at most c. The second conjecture claims that there is a constant c such
that every independent system of three-unknown constant-free equations
with a nonperiodic solution is of size at most c. We prove that the first
conjecture implies the second one, possibly for a different constant.
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Introduction

One of the most important open problems in combinatorics on words is the
following question: For a given n, what is the maximal size of an independent
system of constant-free word equations on n unknowns? It is known that every
system of word equations is equivalent to a finite subsystem and, consequently,
every independent system is finite. This is known as Ehrenfeucht’s compactness
property. It was conjectured by Ehrenfeucht in a language theoretic setting,
formulated in terms of word equations by Culik and Karhumäki [3], and proved
by Albert and Lawrence [1] and independently by Guba [6]. If n > 2, no finite
upper bound for the size of independent systems is known. The largest known
independent systems have size Θ(n4 ) [10]. Some related results and variations of
the problem are discussed in [11].
The difference between the best known lower and upper bounds is particularly
striking in the case of three unknowns: The largest known independent systems
?
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consist of just three equations, but it is not even known whether there exists a
constant c such that every independent system has size c or less. When studying
independent systems, it is often additionally required that the system has a
nonperiodic solution; then the largest known example consists of two equations.
There have been some recent advances regarding this topic. The first nontrivial
upper bound was proved by Saarela [14]: The size of an independent system on
three unknowns is at most quadratic with respect to the length of the shortest
equation in the system. This bound was improved to a linear one by Holub and
Žemlička [8]; this is currently the best known result.
Another well-known but less central open problem on word equations is the
following question: If a one-unknown word equation with constants has only
finitely many solutions, then what is the maximal number of solutions it can
have? The answer is at least two, and it has been conjectured that it is exactly
two. The best known upper bound, proved by Laine and Plandowski [12], is
logarithmic with respect to the number of occurrences of the unknown in the
equation. Similar but slightly weaker results were proved in [5] and [4].
In this article we establish a connection between three-unknown constant-free
equations and one-unknown equations with constants. This is done by using an
old result by Budkina and Markov [2], or a similar result by Spehner [16]. We
use this connection to prove two main results.
The first main result is that the size of an independent system of threeunknown equations is logarithmic with respect to the length of the shortest
equation in the system. This result is based on the logarithmic bound for the
number of solutions of one-unknown equations.
The second main result is an explicit link between two existing conjectures:
If there exists a constant c such that the number of solutions of a one-unknown
equation is either infinite or at most c, then there exists a constant c0 such that
the size of an independent system of three-unknown constant-free equations with
a nonperiodic solution is at most c0 . Furthermore, if c = 2, then we can let c0 = 17.
The number 17 here is very unlikely to be optimal, and we expect that the result
could be improved by a more careful analysis.
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Preliminaries

Let Ξ be an alphabet of unknowns and Σ an alphabet of constants. A constantfree word equation is a pair (u, v) ∈ Ξ ∗ × Ξ ∗ , and the solutions of this equation
are the morphisms h : Ξ ∗ → Σ ∗ such that h(u) = h(v). A word equation with
constants is a pair (u, v) ∈ (Ξ ∪ Σ)∗ × (Ξ ∪ Σ)∗ , and the solutions of this equation
are the constant-preserving morphisms h : (Ξ ∪ Σ)∗ → Σ ∗ such that h(u) = h(v).
We will state many definitions that work for both types of equations.
A solution h is periodic if h(pq) = h(qp) for all words p, q in the domain of h,
and nonperiodic otherwise.
Usually we assume that the alphabet of constants is Σ = {a, b}. The case of a
unary alphabet is not interesting, and if there are more than two constant letters,
they can be encoded using a binary alphabet. We are specifically interested
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in equations with constants on one unknown x, and in constant-free equations
on three unknowns x, y, z. We use the notation [u, v, w] for the morphism h :
{x, y, z}∗ → Σ ∗ defined by (h(x), h(y), h(z)) = (u, v, w), and the notation [u] for
the constant-preserving morphism h : ({x} ∪ Σ)∗ → Σ ∗ defined by h(x) = u. If
U is a set of words, we use the notation [U ] = {[u] | u ∈ U }.
Example 1. The equation (xab, bax) has infinitely many solutions [(ab)i ], where
i ≥ 0. The equation (xaxbab, abaxbx) has exactly two solutions, [ε] and [ab].
The constant-free equation (xyz, zyx) has solutions [(pq)i p, (qp)j q, (pq)k p], where
p, q ∈ Σ ∗ and i, j, k ≥ 0. It has no other nonperiodic solutions.
A set of equations is a system of equations. A system {E1 , . . . , En } is often
written without the braces as E1 , . . . , En . A morphism is a solution of this system
if it is a solution of every Ei .
The set of all solutions of an equation E is denoted by Sol(E). Two equations
E1 and E2 are equivalent if Sol(E1 ) = Sol(E2 ). These notions can naturally be
extended to systems of equations.
The set of all equations satisfied by a solution h is denoted by Eq(h). Two
solutions h1 and h2 are equivalent if Eq(h1 ) = Eq(h2 ).
A system of equations E1 , . . . , En is independent if it is not equivalent to any
of its proper subsystems. Another equivalent definition would be that E1 , . . . , En
is independent if there are solutions h1 , . . . , hn such that hi ∈ Sol(Ej ) if and
only if i 6= j. The sequence (h1 , . . . , hn ) is then called an independence certificate.
(A system is a set, so the order of the equations is not formally specified, but
whenever talking about certificates, it is to be understood that the order of the
solutions corresponds to the order in which the equations have been written.)
If an independent system has a nonperiodic solution h, it is called strictly
independent. If (h1 , . . . , hn ) is its independence certificate, then (h1 , . . . , hn , h) is
a strict independence certificate.
The above definitions can also be stated for infinite systems. However, by
Ehrenfeucht’s compactness property, every system of word equations is equivalent
to a finite subsystem. We will consider only finite systems in this article.
Example 2. The pair of constant-free equations (xyz, zyx), (xyyz, zyyx) is strictly
independent. It has a strict independence certificate ([a, b, abba], [a, b, aba], [a, b, a]).
The system of constant-free equations (x, ε), (y, ε), (z, ε) is independent, but not
strictly independent. It has an independence certificate ([a, ε, ε], [ε, a, ε], [ε, ε, a]).
The length of an equation E = (u, v) is |uv| and it is denoted by |E|. If h is a
morphism, we use the notation h(E) = (h(u), h(v)). The equation E is reduced if
u and v do not have a common nonempty prefix or suffix. We can always replace
an equation with an equivalent reduced equation.

3

Main Questions

The following question is one of the biggest open problems on word equations:
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Question 3. Let S be a strictly independent system of constant-free equations
on three unknowns. How large can S be?
The largest known examples are of size two, and it has been conjectured that
these examples are optimal. Even the following weaker conjecture is open:
Conjecture 4. There exists a number c such that every strictly independent
system of constant-free equations on three unknowns is of size c or less.
We will refer to this conjecture as SIND-XYZ, or as SIND-XYZ(c) for a
specific value of c. Currently, the best known result is the following [8]:
Theorem 5. Every strictly independent system of constant-free equations on
three unknowns is of size O(n), where n is the length of the shortest equation.
Another well-known open problem is the following:
Question 6. Let E be a one-unknown equation with only finitely many solutions.
How many solutions can E have?
The best known examples have two solutions, and it has been conjectured
that these examples are optimal. Even the following weaker conjecture is open:
Conjecture 7. There exists a number c such that every one-unknown equation
has either infinitely many solutions or at most c.
We will refer to this conjecture as SOL-XAB, or as SOL-XAB(c) for a specific
value of c. Currently, the best known result is the following [12]:
Theorem 8. The solution set of a nontrivial one-unknown equation is either of
the form [(pq)∗ p], where pq is primitive, or a finite set of size at most 8 log n+O(1),
where n is the number of occurrences of the unknown.
As a question between Questions 6 and 3, we can state the following problem
and conjecture (we are not aware of any previous research on this problem):
Question 9. Let S be a strictly independent system of one-unknown equations.
How large can S be?
Conjecture 10. There exists a number c such that every strictly independent
system of one-unknown equations is of size c or less.
We will refer to this conjecture as SIND-XAB, or as SIND-XAB(c) for a
specific value of c.
We will prove the following implications between the three conjectures:
SOL-XAB =⇒ SIND-XAB ⇐⇒ SIND-XYZ,
or more specifically,
(
SOL-XAB(c) =⇒ SIND-XAB(c)

⇐= SIND-XYZ(c)
=⇒ SIND-XYZ(5c + 7).

Using the same ideas, we will turn Theorem 8 into a result on constant-free
equations on three unknowns.
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One-Unknown Equations with Constants

In this section we prove that Conjectures SIND-XYZ and SOL-XAB imply
Conjecture SIND-XAB. The next lemma is from [5].
Lemma 11. Let E be a one-unknown equation and let pq be primitive. The set
Sol(E) ∩ [(pq)+ p] is either [(pq)+ p] or has at most one element.
Lemma 12. Let N ≥ 3 and let E1 , . . . , EN be a strictly independent system of
one-unknown equations. All of these equations have at least N solutions, and at
most one of them has infinitely many solutions. If N ≥ 4, then none of them has
infinitely many solutions.
Proof. If (h1 , . . . , hN +1 ) is a strict independence certificate, then Ei has solutions
hj for all j 6= i. Thus every equation has at least N solutions.
Let one of the equations, say E1 , have infinitely many solutions. By Theorem
8, Sol(E1 ) = [(pq)∗ p] for a primitive word pq.
Let another of the equations, say E2 , have infinitely many solutions, so
Sol(E2 ) = [(p0 q 0 )∗ p0 ] for a primitive word p0 q 0 . The equations E1 and E2 have at
0
0
least two common solutions h3 , h4 , so (pq)i p = (p0 q 0 )i p0 and (pq)j p = (p0 q 0 )j p0
0
0
for some i < j and i0 < j 0 . Then (pq)j−i = (p0 q 0 )j −i . By primitivity, pq = p0 q 0 ,
and then p = p0 and q = q 0 , so E1 and E2 are equivalent, which is a contradiction.
This proves that E2 , . . . , EN have only finitely many solutions.
If N ≥ 4, then Sol(E1 , E2 ) = Sol(E2 ) ∩ [(pq)∗ p] is finite but contains at least
three solutions h3 , h4 , h5 , which contradicts Lemma 11, so none of the equations
can have infinitely many solutions in this case.
t
u
Theorem 13. Every strictly independent system of one-unknown equations is
of size at most 8 log n + O(1), where n is the length of the shortest equation.
Furthermore, Conjecture SOL-XAB(c) implies Conjecture SIND-XAB(c).
Proof. Follows from Theorem 8 and Lemma 12.

t
u

Lemma 14. Let Σ = {a1 , . . . , ak } be the alphabet of constants and
α : ({x} ∪ Σ)∗ → {x, y, z}∗ , α(x) = x, α(ai ) = y i z
be a morphism. Let E1 , . . . , EN be a strictly independent system of equations on
{x}. The system α(E1 ), . . . , α(EN ) of three-unknown constant-free equations is
strictly independent.
Proof. Let
β : Σ ∗ → {a, b}∗ , β(ai ) = ai b
be a morphism. A constant-preserving morphism h : ({x} ∪ Σ)∗ → Σ ∗ is a
solution of Ei if and only if the nonperiodic morphism
gh : {x, y, z}∗ → {a, b}∗ , gh (x) = β(h(x)), gh (y) = a, gh (z) = b
is a solution of α(Ei ) (this follows from the fact that gh ◦ α = β ◦ h and
the injectivity of β). So if (h1 , . . . , hN +1 ) is a strict independence certificate
for E1 , . . . , EN , then (gh1 , . . . , ghN +1 ) is a strict independence certificate for
α(E1 ), . . . , α(EN ).
t
u
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Theorem 15. Conjecture SIND-XYZ(c) implies Conjecture SIND-XAB(c).
t
u

Proof. Follows from Lemma 14.

5

Classification of Solutions

We are interested in strictly independent systems and their certificates. Every
morphism in a certificate can be replaced by an equivalent morphism, so it would
be beneficial for us if there was a simple subclass of morphisms containing a
representative of every equivalence class. In the three-unknown case, this kind
of a result follows from a characterization of three-generator subsemigroups of
a free semigroup by Budkina and Markov [2], or alternatively from a similar
result by Spehner [15, 16]. A comparison of these two results can be found in [7].
The result we present here in Theorem 16 is a simplified version that is perhaps
slightly weaker, but sufficiently strong for our purposes and easier to work with.
We define classes of morphisms {x, y, z}∗ → {a, b, c}∗ :
A = {[a, b, c]},
B = {[ai , aj , ak ] | i, j, k ≥ 0},
Cxyz (i, j) = {[a, ai baj , w] | w ∈ {a, b}∗ ∧ (i = 0 ∨ w ∈ b{a, b}∗ )
∧ (j = 0 ∨ w ∈ {a, b}∗ b)},
Cxyz =

[

Cxyz (i, j),

i,j≥0

Dxyz (i, j, k, l, m, p, q) = {[a, ai b(am b)p aj , ak b(am b)q al ]},
[
Dxyz =
Dxyz (i, j, k, l, m, p, q),
where the last union is taken over all i, j, k, l, m ≥ 0 and p, q ≥ 1 such that
ik = jl = 0 and gcd(p + 1, q + 1) = 1. If (X, Y, Z) is a permutation of (x, y, z),
then CXY Z (i, j), CXY Z , DXY Z (i, j, k, l, m, p, q) and DXY Z are defined similarly,
with the images of the unknowns permuted in a corresponding way. For example,
in the case of CXY Z (i, j), X maps to a, Y to ai baj , and Z to w. Then we also
define
C = Cxyz ∪ Cyzx ∪ Czxy ∪ Czyx ∪ Cxzy ∪ Cyxz ,
D = Dxyz ∪ Dyzx ∪ Dzxy .
For A and B, we do not need to consider different permutations of the unknowns
because the images of the unknowns are symmetric. For D, we need only three
of the six permutations, because the images of the latter two unknowns are
symmetric.
Theorem 16. Every morphism {x, y, z}∗ → {a, b, c}∗ is equivalent to a morphism in A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D.
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Proof. Follows from the characterization of Budkina and Markov [2], or alternatively from the characterization of Spehner [16].
t
u
By the following lemma, we can concentrate on solutions in classes C and D.
Lemma 17. A strictly independent system of N ≥ 2 constant-free equations on
{x, y, z} has a strict independence certificate in (C ∪ D)N +1 .
Proof. Every solution in a certificate can be replaced by an equivalent solution,
so the system has a certificate in (A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D)N +1 by Theorem 16.
The morphism in A is a solution of only the trivial equations (u, u), and these
equations cannot be part of any independent system, so none of the solutions in
the certificate can be in A.
It was proved by Harju and Nowotka [7] that if an independent pair of
equations has a nonperiodic solution, then both of the equations are balanced,
that is, every unknown appears on the left-hand side as often as on the right-hand
side. Every morphism in B is periodic and thus a solution of every balanced
equation, so none of the solutions in the certificate can be in B.
t
u
Example 18. The nonperiodic solutions of the equation (xyz, zyx) are of the
form [(pq)i p, q(pq)j , (pq)k p]. For example, we have the following solutions:
–
–
–
–

6

[a, b, (ab)k a] ∈ Cxyz (0, 0) and [b, a, (ba)k b] ∈ Cyxz (0, 0) (these are equivalent),
[a, b(ab)j , aba] ∈ Cxzy (1, 1),
[a, b(ab)j , (ab)k a] ∈ Dxyz (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, j, k − 1) (j, k − 1 ≥ 1, gcd(j + 1, k) = 1),
[(ba)i b, a, (ba)k b] ∈ Dyzx (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, k, i) (i, k ≥ 1, gcd(i + 1, k + 1) = 1).

Class C

In this section we study morphisms in class C. This leads to a natural connection
between three-unknown constant-free equations and one-unknown equations with
constants.
Lemma 19. Let E be a nontrivial constant-free equation on {x, y, z}. There is
at most one pair (i, j) such that E has a solution in Cxyz (i, j). For this pair,
i + j ≤ |E| − 1.
Proof. Let E = (u, v) and h ∈ Sol(E) ∩ Cxyz (i, j). We can assume that one of
the following is true:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

v = ε.
u = xk , k ≥ 1, and v begins with y.
u begins with xk y, k ≥ 1, and v begins with y.
u begins with xk z, k ≥ 1, and v begins with y.
u begins with x and v begins with z.
u begins with y and v begins with z.

In all cases, we get either a contradiction or a single possible value for i as follows:
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1. u 6= ε, so at least one of h(x), h(y), h(z) is ε. The only possibility is h(z) = ε,
and then i = j = 0.
2. h(u) = ak and h(v) contains the letter b, which is a contradiction.
3. h(u) begins with ak+i b and h(v) begins with ai b, which is a contradiction.
4. h(y) must begin with a and thus h(z) must begin with b, so h(u) begins with
ak b and h(v) begins with ai b. Thus i = k.
5. h(z) cannot begin with b and thus h(y) must begin with b, so i = 0.
6. It is not possible that h(y) would begin with a and h(z) with b, so h(y) must
begin with b and i = 0.
By looking at the suffixes of u and v, we will similarly see that j is uniquely
determined. Moreover, i + j ≤ |E| − 1.
t
u
Lemma 20. Let S = {E1 , . . . , EN } be a system of constant-free equations on
N +1
{x, y, z}. Let S have a strict independence certificate (h1 , . . . , hN +1 ) ∈ Cxyz
.
0
There is a strictly independent system E10 , . . . , EN
of one-unknown equations
such that |En0 | ≤ |En |2 for all n.
Proof. The case N < 2 is trivial, so let N ≥ 2. Let i, j be such that hN +1 ∈
Cxyz (i, j). By Lemma 19, (h1 , . . . , hN ) ∈ Cxyz (i, j)N . Let
α : {x, y, z}∗ → {a, b, z}∗ , α(x) = a, α(y) = ai baj , α(z) = z
be a morphism and let
h0n : {a, b, z}∗ → {a, b}∗ , h0n (z) = hn (z)
be a constant-preserving morphism. For every n, hn = h0n ◦ α and α(En ) is a oneunknown equation with constants. Then (h01 , . . . , h0N +1 ) is a strict independence
certificate of the system α(E1 ), . . . , α(EN ). The length of α(En ) is at most
(i + j + 1)|En |, which is at most |En |2 by Lemma 19.
t
u
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Class D

In this section we study morphisms in class D. This class looks more complicated
than class C, but actually there is a lot of structure in the morphisms in D, which
allows us to prove stronger results than for C.
Lemma 21. Let E be a nontrivial constant-free equation on {x, y, z}. There are
i, j, k, l, m, p0 , q 0 such that Sol(E) ∩ Dxyz is either ∅, Dxyz (i, j, k, l, m, p0 , q 0 ), or
the union of Dxyz (i, j, k, l, m, p, q) over all p, q ≥ 1 such that gcd(p + 1, q + 1) = 1.
Proof. Let E = (u, v). If u = ε or v = ε, then Sol(E)∩Dxyz = ∅, so let u =
6 ε 6= v.
We can assume that E is reduced and write it as
(xa0 y1 xa1 · · · yr xar , xb0 z1 xb1 · · · zs xbs ),
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where y1 , . . . , yr , z1 , . . . , zs ∈ {y, z}. We can also assume that r, s ≥ 2. Let
h ∈ Sol(E) ∩ Dxyz and
h(x) = a, h(yt ) = ait b(am b)pt ajt , h(zt ) = akt b(am b)qt alt ,
(
(
(i, j, p) if yt = y,
(i, j, p) if zt = y,
(it , jt , pt ) =
(kt , lt , qt ) =
(k, l, q) if yt = z,
(k, l, q) if zt = z.
The left-hand side h(u) begins with aa0 +i1 b and the right-hand side h(v)
begins with ab0 +k1 b, so a0 + i1 = b0 + k1 . If y1 = z1 , then i1 = k1 , a0 = b0 ,
and E is not reduced, a contradiction. Thus y1 6= z1 and i1 k1 = ik = 0. From
a0 + i1 = b0 + k1 , i1 k1 = 0, a0 b0 = 0 it then follows that k1 = a0 and i1 = b0 .
Similarly, by looking at the suffixes of h(u) and h(v) we find out that yr 6= zs ,
ls = ar , and jr = bs . Thus i, j, k, l are uniquely determined by the equation E.
It must be {p1 , q1 } = {p, q}, and gcd(p + 1, q + 1) = 1, so p1 6= q1 . If p1 < q1 ,
then h(u) and h(v) begin with
aa0 +i1 b(am b)p1 aj1 +a1 +i2 b

and

ab0 +k1 b(am b)p1 +1 ,

respectively, so j1 + a1 + i2 = m. Similarly, if p1 > q1 , then l1 + b1 + k2 = m.
Thus m ∈ {j1 + a1 + i2 , l1 + b1 + k2 }. If j1 + a1 + i2 = m =
6 l1 + b1 + k2 , then
there are n 6= m, A ≥ 1, B ≥ 0 such that h(u) and h(v) begin with
aa0 +i1 b(am b)A(p1 +1)+B(q1 +1)−1 an b

and

ab0 +k1 b(am b)q1 al1 +b1 +k2 b,

respectively. It must be A(p1 + 1) + B(q1 + 1) = q1 + 1. But then B > 0 would
be a contradiction, and B = 0 would contradict gcd(p + 1, q + 1) = 1. Similarly,
j1 + a1 + i2 6= m = l1 + b1 + k2 would lead to a contradiction. Thus it must be
j1 + a1 + i2 = m = l1 + b1 + k2 .
We can write
h(u) = ac0 b(am b)A1 (p+1)+C1 (q+1)−1 ac1 b · · · b(am b)AR (p+1)+CR (q+1)−1 acR ,
h(v) = ad0 b(am b)B1 (p+1)+D1 (q+1)−1 ad1 b · · · b(am b)BS (p+1)+DS (q+1)−1 adS ,
where c1 , . . . , cR−1 , d1 , . . . , dS−1 6= m. It must be R = S, ct = dt , and
At (p + 1) + Ct (q + 1) = Bt (p + 1) + Dt (q + 1)
for all t. Moreover, all values p, q that satisfy these linear relations lead to a
solution of the equation. If there are two linearly independent relations, there are
no solutions. If there is one nontrivial relation A(p + 1) = C(q + 1), then there
is exactly one solution with gcd(p + 1, q + 1) = 1. If all relations are trivial, all
values of p, q satisfy them. This concludes the proof.
t
u
The next lemma is a special case of Theorem 5.3 in [14]. Here, the length type
of a solution h is the vector (|h(x)|, |h(y)|, |h(z)|).
Lemma 22. The length types of nonperiodic solutions of an independent pair
of constant-free equations on three unknowns are covered by a finite union of
two-dimensional subspaces of Q3 .
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Lemma 23. Let E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 be a system of constant-free equations on {x, y, z}
with a strict independence certificate (h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 , h5 ). At most one of the hi
can be in Dxyz .
Proof. Let hr , hs ∈ Dxyz , r 6= s. Without loss of generality, let r, s ≥ 3. Then
hr , hs ∈ Sol(E1 , E2 ) ∩ Dxyz , so the third option of Lemma 21 must be true for
this set. We will show that the length types of solutions of E1 , E2 cannot be
covered by finitely many two-dimensional spaces, which contradicts Lemma 22.
The length type of [a, ai b(am b)p aj , ak b(am b)q al ] ∈ Sol(E1 , E2 ) ∩ Dxyz is
(1, i + 1 + (m + 1)p + j, k + 1 + (m + 1)q + l).
Here i, j, k, l, m are fixed, but p, q can be arbitrary positive integers such that
gcd(p + 1, q + 1) = 1. For every p, there are infinitely many possible values of q,
giving infinitely many length types on the line
Lp = {(1, i + 1 + (m + 1)p + j, Z) | Z ∈ Q}.
The only way to cover these with a finite number of two-dimensional spaces is to
have one of them be the unique two-dimensional space containing the whole line.
This is true for any p, and different values of p give different spaces, so all length
types cannot be covered by finitely many two-dimensional spaces.
t
u
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Main Results

Putting our results together gives the following theorem, which improves the
linear bound of Theorem 5 to a logarithmic one.
Theorem 24. A strictly independent system of constant-free equations on three
unknowns has at most O(log n) equations, where n is the length of the shortest
equation.
Proof. Let the system be E1 , . . . , EN , where E1 is the shortest equation. By
Lemma 17, it has a strict independence certificate (h1 , . . . , hN +1 ) ∈ (C ∪ D)N +1 .
By Lemma 23, at most three of the hi can be in D. Let k of the solutions be
in Cxyz . If h1 is one of them, we get a system of size k − 1, for which we can
use Lemma 20, and then Theorem 13 to conclude that k = O(log n). Otherwise,
we can still use the arguments in the proof of Lemma 20 to turn E1 into a oneunknown equation E10 with k solutions. Then, by Theorem 13, either k = O(log n)
or E10 has infinitely many solutions, but the latter leads to a contradiction like in
the proof of Lemma 12. Similarly, we can prove that the number of i such that
hi ∈ CXY Z is O(log n) for all permutations (X, Y, Z) of (x, y, z).
t
u
We say that two words begin in the same way if they begin with the same
letter or are both empty. We say that equations (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) begin in the
same way if either u1 and u2 begin in the same way and v1 and v2 begin in the
same way, or u1 and v2 begin in the same way and v1 and u2 begin in the same
way. Equations ending the same way is defined analogously.
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Lemma 25. Let N ≥ 3 and let E1 , . . . , EN be a strictly independent system of
reduced constant-free equations on {x, y, z}. All of the equations begin and end in
the same way.
Proof. Assume that all of the equations do not begin and end in the same way.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that E1 and E2 do not begin in the
same way and that they are of the form (xu, yv) and (xu0 , zv 0 ), respectively. By
the well-known graph lemma about word equations, every common solution of
these two equations is periodic or maps one of the unknowns to the empty word.
The equations E1 and E2 have two nonequivalent nonperiodic solutions, and
these solutions must map x to the empty word. But all nonperiodic solutions
mapping x to the empty word are equivalent, which is a contradiction.
t
u
By Theorem 13, Conjecture SIND-XAB could be replaced by Conjecture
SOL-XAB in the next theorem. The constants are probably not optimal.
Theorem 26. Conjecture SIND-XAB(c) implies Conjecture SIND-XYZ(5c + 7).
In particular, if SIND-XAB(2) is true, then a strictly independent system of
constant-free equations on {x, y, z} has at most 17 equations.
Proof. Let E1 , . . . , EN be a system of reduced constant-free equations on {x, y, z}
with a strict independence certificate (h1 , . . . , hN +1 ). For an equation Em = (u, v),
at least one of the unknowns appears both at the beginning of u or v and at the
end of u or v. By Lemma 25, this unknown does not depend on m. Without loss
of generality, we can assume it is z. By Lemma 17, we can assume that hn ∈ C ∪ D
for all n. Because Cxyz (0, 0) and Cyxz (0, 0) are the same up to swapping a and b,
we can assume that hn ∈
/ Cyxz (0, 0) for all n.
By Lemma 20 and the assumption about Conjecture SIND-XAB, at most
c + 1 of the solutions hn can be in Cxyz , and the same is true for the other five
permutations of the unknowns. By the assumption about z and the proof of
Lemma 19, Sol(Em ) ∩ Cyxz ⊆ Cyxz (0, 0) for all m, so hn ∈
/ Cyxz for all n. Thus at
most 5c + 5 of the solutions hn can be in C.
By Lemma 23, at most one of the solutions hn can be in Dxyz , and the same
is true for Dyzx and Dzxy . Thus at most three of the solutions hn can be in D.
This proves that the total number of the solutions hn , which is N + 1, cannot
be more than 5c + 8.
t
u
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Conclusion

We can mention several further research goals. Two obvious ones are improving
the constants in Theorem 26, ideally so that Conjecture SIND-XAB(c) implies
Conjecture SIND-XYZ(c), and proving Conjecture SOL-XAB or Conjecture
SIND-XAB (ideally SOL-XAB(2)), and thus also Conjecture SIND-XYZ. Proving
similar results for chains of equations instead of independent systems might be
possible (see [11] for definitions).
A different topic would be to study the complexity of determining whether a
three-unknown constant-free equation has a nonperiodic solution. This decision
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problem is known to be in NP [13]. Based on the connection to one-unknown
equations, a better result could probably be obtained, because one-unknown
equations can be solved efficiently, even in linear time, as proved by Jez [9].
Finally, Question 3 could be studied for more than three unknowns. This is
of course a big question, and our techniques do not help here, because they are
specific to the three-unknown case.
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